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5CLIR NEWSLETTER 
February 2020  
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New Members’ Coffee- all members are welcome! 
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CALENDAR FOR FEBRUARY 
  

6 Executive Committee meeting, 1:15-2:15, Five Colleges, Inc. 
6 Curriculum Committee meeting, 2:15-4:15, Five Colleges, Inc. 
13 Council meeting, 2:15-3:15, Five Colleges, Inc. 
 Committee Chairs meeting, 3:15-4:45, Five Colleges, Inc. 
14 Moderators’ Meeting, 1:00-3:00, Lathrop Northampton Community Room 
20       New Members Coffee, 10:00-Noon, Lathrop Northampton Community Room 

 

 

FIVE COLLEGE LEARNING IN RETIREMENT 

Peer-Led Lifelong Learning 
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LETTER FROM THE PRESIDENT 
       

Dear LIR Members, 
 
February can still bring days of brutal cold, and even the milder 
ones are too short for my liking. However, the good news is 
that the seminars are beginning this month, and since we call 
them Spring seminars, I feel a sense of optimism that warm 
weather is just around the corner.  
 

The Curriculum Committee will be holding a Moderators' meeting for those who 
want to learn more about the process of organizing and running a seminar.  All are 
invited, whether you just have questions, are planning to be a moderator, or could see 
yourself in that role at some point in the future. The meeting will also be a chance to 
discuss new ideas and possibilities for seminar formats and offerings. The meeting will 
be on Friday, February 14th at the Lathrop Retirement Community at 1 Shallowbrook 
Lane, Northampton. 
  

Along the lines of new ideas, several LIR members met in December to talk about 
ways to add member participation and variety to the monthly newsletter.  Among 
additions planned for this issue and future issues are interviews with LIR members, 
short anecdotes and reflections written by members, and articles on food and kitchen 
related topics by passionate foodies.  I hope you enjoy them. 
 

As you will see from this issue, there are several activities that are planned for 
February and beyond that will warm your soul.  Please check them all out for dates, 
times and places. The LIR community prides itself on the quality of its offerings. It 
takes many hands to ensure that LIR remains dynamic, educational and rewarding.  
Volunteers are always needed and valued. Whether as a moderator, council or 
committee member, you will not only be making a contribution, but are likely to find 
a role that fits with your unique interests. The listings of all committees are included 
within each Newsletter.  Please contact the chairperson of the committee that you 
would be interested in. 
 

For this month, I am including an easy riddle: 
There's a place where January comes after February and December comes before September 
Answer: 

 
 
Jake 
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THE ANNUAL MODERATORS’ MEETING 

FOR NEW AND PROSPECTIVE MODERATORS 
 

Welcome to a new season of seminars!  We are looking forward to seeing you at 

forthcoming LIR events, and an important one for all members is the 

 

 Moderators’ Meeting  

 Friday, February 14, 1:00 – 3:00 pm at Lathrop Retirement Community   

Shallowbrook Lane, Northampton.   

 

This annual forum is where past, present and “might be” moderators of LIR seminars 

and workshops get together to discuss various seminar topics, the many different 

ways of presenting them, issues that may arise, and potential innovations that can 

improve offerings to members. If you have an idea for a topic, or any suggestions to 

make, bring them to the meeting! Even if you are just curious how things work, it is 

always an informative and interesting afternoon, complete with refreshments. 

 

Please join us at Lathrop Northampton on February 14th. 

 

With best wishes, and on behalf of the Curriculum Committee, 

Betsy Siersma and Kendra Dahlquist, Co-chairs 
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NEW MEMBERS’ COFFEE 
 
 

 

 
New Members’ Coffee 

On February 20th, from 10:00 to 12:00 P.M., 
5CLIR will be hosting a coffee hour for all new members. 

We hope you will plan to attend. We would like to get to know you and perhaps 
provide some updates about LIR. 

 
We will be meeting in Northampton the Lathrop Community  

Meeting House 
on Shallowbrook Lane (off of Bridge Road)   

Please park on the road.   
We hope to see you there. 

 
If you have any questions about this event, please feel free to contact  

Catharine Porter  
at Catherine220@comcast.net 

 
Cordially, 

LIR Member Events Committee 
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2020 SPRING 5CLIR ENCORE PRESENTATIONS 

Encore presentations this spring are scheduled for Fridays beginning February 21, 
from 10-12:00 a.m., and then Fridays beginning March 27, from 1:30 – 3:30 p.m., in 
the lower level meeting room at Applewood Retirement Community, One Spenser 
Drive, Amherst.  Please park on Spencer Drive, not in the parking lots.   

NOTE to all Applewood residents:  You are all welcome, come join us!   
 
Friday, February 21, 2020 
10:00 a.m.  Constantinople vs. Rome:  
                     The Struggle for Leadership of Christianity 
 Presenter:   Philip Fitz.   
 Seminar:   Instanbul: The Storied City  

Description:  Christianity divided into East and West by 1054. How did 
language and culture contribute to this split?  Come see how Plato, dead for 
1400 years, played an important part. 

  11:00 a.m.  Hagia Sophia and Byzantine architecture 
 Presenter:  Suzannah Fabing (Muspratt)  
 Seminar:   Istanbul: The Storied City 

Description:  When a revolt flattened most of Constantinople in the early 6th 
century, the young emperor, Justinian, immediately commissioned his architects 
to design a grand new church, Hagia Sophia, that would exalt the Christian 
religion and—by extension—himself as ruler of the Byzantine empire.  Sparing 
no expense and employing dramatic structural innovations, in less than five 
years 10,000 masons built what would be the largest domed masonry structure 
in the world for the next thousand years, adorned with glittering gold-backed 
mosaics, rich marble revetments and glorious light. Hagia Sophia has 
influenced the design of myriad churches and mosques ever since but, in the 
judgment of many, has never been equaled. 

 
Friday, February 28, 2020  
   10:00 a.m.  The Second Amendment of the Bill of Rights 
 Presenter:  James R. Lee 
 Seminar:  Origins of the U.S. Constitution 

 Description:  An examination of how the Second Amendment to the 
Constitution evolved: its origins in British law, the state of the union when the 
Constitution and the Bill of Rights were written and ratified, and subsequent 
interpretations of the Second Amendment. 

   11:00 a.m.  Are You More Than 60% of a Person?” 
 Presenter:  Elizabeth Davis 
 Seminar:  Origins of the U.S. Constitution 
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Description:  What on earth was the Constitutional Convention thinking when 
it decided to value a slave as three-fifths of a whole person?  This program will 
look at the history of slavery in the U.S. and events leading up to the fateful 
decisions made in those hot muggy days of the summer of 1787 in 
Philadelphia.  What are the issues the convention delegates brought with them 
that caused them to make the three-fifths slave compromise?  What are 
its long-term effects? 

 
Friday, March 6, 2020 
    10:00 a.m.  Geography and Elections  
 Presenter:  Rachel Borson 
 Seminar:  The Changing American Electorate 

As politics (and the media) becomes increasingly nationalized, we seem to be 
less influenced by the culture of our geography as citizens.  This has 
implications for elections at both the local and national level.  How can we best 
understand these large changes as we approach the 2020 elections? 

   11:00 a.m.  The Basket of Non-Deplorables 
 Presenter:  Jay Russell 
 Seminar:  The Changing American Electorate 

Description:  Many people recall Hillary Clinton’s statement in 2016 that half 
of Trump supporters belonged in a “basket of deplorables.”  Lost in the uproar 
over that remark was what she then immediately said about Trump supporters 
in the other basket:  “people we have to understand and empathize with.”  This 
presentation seeks some understanding of, and empathy with, three groups of 
Trump supporters: evangelicals, small town and rural residents and Obama to 
Trump voters. 

 
Friday, March 13, 2020 
   10:00 a.m.  The Mysterious Adam Smith  
 Presenter:  Sandy Belden 
 Seminar:  History of American Capitalism 

Description:   Adam Smith today is viewed as the intellectual parent of modern 
capitalism.  In his day, he was viewed as a moral philosopher in company with 
David Hume and others of the Scottish Enlightenment.  How does one 
reconcile these apparent contradictions? 

   11:00 a.m.  The Information Revolution and its Impact on American 
Capitalism  
 Presenter:  John Armstrong 
 Seminar:  History of American Capitalism 

Description:  The last 70 years have seen a revolution in Information 
Technology, a revolution which has enabled profound changes in the nature of 
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American Capitalism. It has also given rise to vast changes...many good, but 
some very troubling...in the fabric of our society. 

 
Friday, March 20, 2020 
   10:00 a.m.  Sissinghurst Castle Garden 

Presenter:  Chris Hurn 
Seminar:  What Do Gardens Mean? 
Description:  Sissinghurst is the most celebrated and probably the most visited, 
garden in England, with over 200,000 visitors every year.  Its fame rests on its 
beauty, the stunning “White Garden,” for example, but also on the 
extraordinary lives of its creators, the romantic and aristocratic novelist Vita 
Sackville-West and her devoted husband, Harold Nicholson, a classical scholar, 
diplomat and politician.  They made the garden together, crediting much of its 
beauty to the other, and yet lived largely separate lives.  

   11:00 a.m.  The Founding Gardeners 
 Presenter:  Carol Walker 
 Seminar:  What Do Gardens Mean? 

Description:  America’s founding fathers (Benjamin Franklin, George 
Washington, John Adams, James Madison, Thomas Jefferson) all had a passion 
for nature, plants, gardens and agriculture which both reflected and influenced 
their political thought.  This presentation tries to explore these 
interconnections and how each one’s vision of their new country is reflected in 
the landscapes they created for their own homes. 

 
Friday, March 27, 2020 
     1:30 p.m.  Literature for Rainbow People 
 Presenter:  Elizabeth Rumelt 
 Seminar:  Gender and Sexuality 

Description:  This presentation is an examination of literature that "gives voice 
and visibility to that which has been previously silenced" because it does not 
conform to a heterosexual "norm."  In doing so, it looks at how the coded 
messages of the past have given way to openness in literature for adults.  It also 
looks at the increasing acceptance of diversity in literature for children and 
young adults. 

   2:30 p.m.  The Night of the Moon 
 Presenter:  Caroline (Cat) Batson 
 Seminar:  Writing to Remember 

Description:  What do a fable, a few Latin words, and the moon landing have 
to do with a summer memory and a footstep into adulthood? 
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Friday, April 3. 2020 
   1:30 p.m.  Memories of a Scandinavian Christmas 
 Presenter:  Ina Luadtke 
 Seminar:  Writing to Remember 

Description:  A request for holiday memories by the DAILY HAMPSHIRE 
GAZETTE last year was the genesis of this offering for Writing to Remember 
- Purple.  Travel with me to North Dakota seventy-three years ago to my home 
without running water, indoor plumbing, or electricity and celebrate a 
Scandinavian Christmas.  Enjoy recalling and sharing your childhood memories 
in response. 

2:30 p.m.  Living Small 
 Presenter:  Emily Hurn 
 Seminar:  New Architectural Strategies 

Description:  Downsizing, cubed.  That’s the challenge you would undertake in 
choosing life in a mobile home, RV, tiny house, or converted cargo 
container.  We’ll have some fun exploring the traditions behind these very small 
homes and looking at their creative use of indoor and outdoor space. 

 
Friday, April 17, 2020 
   1:30 p.m.  The Cambrian “Explosion” 
 Presenter:  Paul Cooper 
 Seminar:  The Ends of the World 

Description:  About 543 million years ago, life on this planet “exploded” in an 
unprecedented burgeoning of complex fauna.  The vagaries of geology have 
preserved fossils of these creatures in stunning detail.  The discovery and 
analysis of these fossils completely changed the way we view evolution. 

   2:30 p.m.  The End - Permian Mass Extinction  
 Presenter:  Bruce Goldstein 
 Seminar:  The Ends of the World 

Description:  This mass extinction 250 million years ago was the worst of them 
all.  What happened and why?  Are there lessons from this ancient history that 
apply today? 
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PROFILES IN RETIREMENT:  ELLEN KOSMER 
 

       
 
 
What brought you to our “happy valley”?  

The beauty of the landscape and the intellectual liveliness provided by the colleges and 
cultural institutions were very appealing. I moved from the eastern part of the state and I 
wanted a less urban atmosphere. 

 

How’s retirement working out for you? (surprises? regrets?)  
No regrets at all, it has been great.  
I didn’t anticipate being as busy though. 

 

What are you reading lately?  
Since I am in the seminar on Acadia my reading has been focused on writings about the 
Acadians. I’m just finishing Ken Wells, Gumbo Life, Tales from the Roux Bayou, a culinary 
memoir of life in Cajun country. I have also recently been inspired by Marie Kondo’s book 
on the life changing magic of tidying up. This has been particularly useful as I try to keep up with 
the relentless onslaught of New Yorker magazines. 

 

What kinds of seminars have you most enjoyed? (and why?)  
I enjoy seminars that have good discussions, that deal with ideas, and that make you think. 
Not surprisingly, I enjoy the seminars that I have co-moderated with Betsy Siersma on a 
variety of art-related topics, where we try to look at the social and cultural influences of a 
broad topic.   I have liked seminars that involve some hands-on type of experience, for 
example the food related seminars of Katy Van Geel and Nina Scott. I think it is good if 
some sort of out-of-the- seminar-room experience can be arranged. I still remember with 
great fondness the trip to New York that Arnold Friedman organized as a component of his 
seminar on New York. 
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What’s on your bucket list?  
I’m not so fond of the concept of “the bucket list”. One of the joys of retirement, to me, is 
not to have a list of things to do. I look forward to whatever new experiences will come my 
way, to continue to create mixed media collages in my studio and, to paraphrase Candide, to 
be content to “watch my garden grow”. 

 
Up to five people/characters, who would you like to imagine around your dinner table?  

This is a tough question, so many choices, so many fun possibilities to think about. I have 
decided that my dinner guests will be recalled from the past, that they share some common 
interests and they are people that I admire and would like to know better.  

 
Blanche of Castille, who lived in the 13th century in Paris, was the mother of King Louis 
IX and was, with her son, a patron of the arts. Since my field of study was 13th -century 
manuscripts I would love to have a chance to find out what mistakes I made in my 
dissertation. 
 
Julia Child, from whom I learned to cook through her cookbooks and TV shows, and who 
would be a great conversationalist. I think she would be interested to meet Blanche and find 
out about what they ate in the 1240s and 50s. 
 
Thomas Jefferson, whom I admire as an architect and for his interest in plants and garden 
design. Since he had significant connections with France I think he would enjoy talking with 
the ladies. 
 
Hadrian, Emperor of Rome, who is known for, among many other things, his architectural 
projects, such as the Pantheon in Rome and his villa at Tivoli.  I’d be interested in what he 
and Jefferson would have to say to each other about architecture and about politics. 
 
Marcel Duchamp, a major artist of the 20th century whose revolutionary ideas paved the 
way for significant developments in the visual arts. He was a bit of a bad boy and challenged 
traditional ideas in his art and in his life. He would enjoy the element of chance at this 
dinner. 

 

What else would you like us to know about you?  
I like to garden and I am a strong supporter of living amiably with wild life in the garden and 
throughout the planet, and yes, that includes bunnies and woodchucks. I share my house 
with two splendid cats, a calico named Ravenna after the Italian city famed for its mosaics, 
and Fenice, a tiger whose name recalls La Fenice the Venetian opera house. They are a daily 
evocation of Italy, a place I love for its landscape, culture, food and music. Both were 
adopted from the Dakin Humane Society where I am a member of the board. Though my 
academic training was in medieval art I am very interested in what is happening in 
contemporary art and architecture. 
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100 WORDS (OR SO) 
 
Secret Valentine 
 
A “secret admirer” sent me an exquisite hand-made 
Valentine not long after my husband’s death. I was deeply 
touched, but deeply saddened, as well, by the reminder: it 
was a day for lovers and my beloved had been taken away. 
 
The grace of such gift didn’t stop there. My “secret 
admirer” continued sending cards over the next three 
years, each a fresh creation and each a measure of my 
passage through grief – from fewer tears, to acceptance, 
and, finally, wonder: what kind of love is this that is so 
selfless? 
 
- Nancy Denig 
 
In "100 Words (Or So)", a new section of the 5CLIR Reporter, we will be publishing short 
personal anecdotes or personal reflections of fellow LIR members.  We welcome your contributions. If 
you have a short piece of 100 words or so that you would be willing to share through the newsletter, 
please email it to Lucy Greenburg at lgreen0904@gmail.com. 
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NOODLING AROUND 
By Nina M. Scott 
 
It is pretty well known in 5CLIR circles that Katy van Geel and I are passionate 
foodies. We have led three past seminars on food-related topics, and are about to 
embark on a fourth, featuring vegetables. 
 
Our latest communal venture was for an ethnic dinner with some 5CLIR friends. 
Since Jim and I would be hosting, we chose German foods, specifically Sauerbraten 
(marinated beef roast to be made by Tyll) while Katy volunteered to make Spaetzle, a 
hand-made egg noodle popular in the southwest of Germany. I was born in Germany, 
but I am from the north, and Spaetzle are not in my normal repertoire. 
 
One of my Bibles for ethnic cooking says that “well-made Spaetzle must be tiny and 
ethereally light.” That may be so, but achieving that goal was not exactly easy. 
 
Katy, who is one of the most-organized people on this planet, arrived at our house 
with Tyll, three containers of her noodle dough and three contraptions with which to 
make the noodles:  
 
a wooden board with a 
sharp knife 

a Spaetzle press a Spaetzle Hobel 

(a plane with holes) 

   
 
In a pinch you could also use a colander. The idea is to heat up a generous pot of 
salted, boiling water and in one way or the other press the dough through one of the 
gizmos and drop the noodles into the water. The Spaetzles are done when they float 
on top, which only takes a few minutes. After that they are drained and sautéed in 
butter before serving.  
 
Tyll and Jim photographed the whole endeavor. Cutting thin, thin ribbons on the 
wooden board proved to be very difficult, as the dough appeared to be too thin. Next 
came the press, which wasn’t much better: the dough simply dripped in uncontrollable 
amounts through the holes in the press. The plane worked the best.  
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Tyll’s sister (who lived in Germany for 30 years) has experience making Spaetzle, and 
later told us that each implement required a different stiffness of the dough. By that 
time we had kind of figured that out ourselves… 
 
The taste of the noodles was pretty much the same, whether or not they were thin and 
elegant, or somewhat thick and lumpy. 
 
As it was by then cocktail time, we felt that we had more than earned our libations. 
 
There is one further famous noodle in this area of Germany called “Bubenspitzle,” a 
term which roughly translates to “Little Boys’ Peckers.” They are a hand-shaped 
longish roll, no gizmos required. 
 
We didn’t try those.  
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GREAT DECISIONS 2020 
SAVE THE DATES! Tickets go on sale in March 
 

Spring 2020 Topics: 
 

March 27, 2020: 

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE AND DATA 

with David Jensen, Professor, UMass Amherst 

Policymakers in many countries are developing plans and funding research in artificial 

intelligence (AI). Global growth is slowing, and not surprisingly, many policymakers hope that 

AI will provide a magic solution. The EU, Brazil, and other Western countries have adopted 

regulations that grant users greater control over their data and require that firms using AI be 

transparent about how they use it. Will the U.S. follow suit? 

 

April 3, 2020:    

U.S. RELATIONS WITH THE NORTHERN TRIANGLE OF CENTRAL AMERICA 
with Leah Schmalzbauer, Professor, Amherst College 

Combating illegal immigration has become a priority of the Trump administration. The Northern 

Triangle of Central America, made up of Honduras, El Salvador, and Guatemala, is a special 

target of the administration, which holds the nations responsible for the large flow of migrants 

from Latin America to the U.S. With funds from the U.S. cut, how can the Northern Triangle 

countries curtail migration? 

 

April 17, 2020:   

INDIA AND PAKISTAN 
with Kavita Khory, Professor, Mount Holyoke College 

India’s Prime Minister Narendra Modi rode a wave of Hindu nationalism to a historic reelection 

in 2019. His first order of business was to revoke the special status granted to the Kashmir 

region, inflaming the rivalry between India and Pakistan. How will the Kashmir situation affect 

the region, both economically and politically? 

 

April 24, 2020: 

CLIMATE CHANGE AND THE GLOBAL ORDER 
with Peter Haas, Professor, University of Massachusetts Amherst 

Climate change has become one of the defining issues of our time. As much of the world bands 

together to come up with a plan, the U.S. remains the notable holdout. What is the rest of the 

world doing to combat climate change? What impact will the effects of climate change have on 

global geopolitics? 
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2019-2020 OPERA PREP 

 Live in HD at Cinemark Hadley 

It's fall and opera season is upon us. See the Cinemark schedule below,  
and note the afternoon Encore series. 
Prep talks are held at the Inn at Lathrop in Easthampton,  
2 to 3 p.m. on the Friday before the Saturday opera.    
 
Big changes this year at Cinemark! 
All seats are reserved.  No need for early rush to get preferred seating.   
Theatres will be accessible at 11:30 for the Saturday starts at 12:55, at 12:30 for the Wednesday 
afternoon encore starts at 1:00, and at 6:00 for the Wednesday evening encore starts at 6:30. 
 
Tickets for any or all operas are available now at the Cinemark Box Office.   
This year, tickets may also be purchased on-line at Cinemark.com.    
Multiple on-line purchases are eligible for discounts. 
 
Questions? Email Peg Bedell at peggotty25@gmail.com 
 

2019-2020 SCHEDULE 

PREP 

DATE 

OPERA 

DATE 

OPERA TITLE & AUTHOR RUN 

TIME 

ENCORE 

DATE 

10/11 10/12 Turandot (Puccini) 3.25 10/16 

10/25 10/26 Manon (Massenet)                         4.15 10/30 

11/8 11/9 Madama Butterfly  (Puccini) 3.35 11/13 

11/22 11/23 Akhenaten (Glass) 4.00 12/4 

1/10 1/11 Wozzeck (Berg) 2.00 1/15 

1/31 2/1 Porgy and Bess (Gershwin) 3.40 2/5 

2/28 2/29 Agrippina (Handel) 4:10 3/4 

3/13 3/14 Der Fliegende Hollander  (Wagner) 2.45 3/18 

4/10 4/11 Tosca(Puccini) 3.20 4/15 

5/8 5/9 Maria Stuarda (Donizetti) 3.10 5/13 
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 TECH ASSISTANCE: Individual Tech Help is Available 

 
The Technology Committee is pleased to announce that it will offer one-on-one 
assistance to members of 5CLIR who have questions regarding a range of digital 
devices and selected software. Should you need tech help, please email the appropriate 
Tech Committee member for assistance with the type of device or software that 
concerns you. Note that while we will attempt to satisfactorily solve your problem, we 
cannot guarantee a solution. 

 
 

Apple/Mac OS:   Kathy Campbell ksmithcamp@post.harvard.edu 
Gordon Wyse gwyse@bio.umass.edu 

 

Windows XP:  Dean Poli  poli@ecs.umass.edu 
 

Windows 7:    Jim Scott  nmscott@spanport.umass.edu 
 

Windows 8 - 10:   Larry Ambs  ambs@umass.edu 
 

Linux OS :   John Armstrong johna.armstrong@comcast.net 
 

Android Cell Phones:  Larry Ambs  ambs@umass.edu 
 

iPhones:    Gordon Wyse gwyse@bio.umass.edu 
Jim Scott  nmscott@spanport.umass.edu 

 

iPad:     Jim Scott  nmscott@spanport.umass.edu 
 

Word:    Bobbie Reitt  redits@comcast.net 

about:blank
mailto:gwyse@bio.umass.edu
mailto:poli@ecs.umass.edu
mailto:nmscott@spanport.umass.edu
mailto:ambs@umass.edu
mailto:johna.armstrong@comcast.net
about:blank
mailto:gwyse@bio.umass.edu
mailto:nmscott@spanport.umass.edu
mailto:nmscott@spanport.umass.edu
mailto:redits@comcast.net
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5CLIR COUNCIL AND COMMITTEE CHAIRS  

Please refer to your member directory for contact information. Directories are  
sent periodically, and you may request one from the office at any time. 

 
 
Council Members 

 
President 

 
Jake Greenburg  

 Vice President Nancy Denig 
 Treasurer Nancy Mihevc 

 Asst. Treasurer Robert Cohen 

 Secretary Bev von Kries 

 Past President Ellen Kosmer 

 At Large Linda Honan 

 

 

Jay Russell 

 

 

Terry Rosenfeld  

 
 

Pat Jorzak 

 
 

Margaret Russell 

 
 

Gene Fisher 

 
 

Laura Price 

 
 

Kip Fonsh 

 
 

James Lee 

 5C Liason Larry Ambs  

 Ombudsperson Anne Lombard 

 Historian Sara Wright 

   

Committee Chairs Activities Mary Franks, Karen Tatro 

 Curriculum Betsy Siersma, Kendra Dahlquist 

 Finance Nancy Mihevc 

 Great Decisions Rich Parrish 

 Member Events Brigid Glackin, Catharine Porter 

 Membership & Outreach Wendy Parrish, Pat Jorczak 

 Nominating Margaret Russell 

 Ongoing Programs Wendy Parrish, Norma Johnson 

 Projects & Events Ellen Kosmer 

 Technology Gordon Wyse 
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5CLIR CALENDAR  
   

July 2019 – June 2020 
July   No Executive Committee Meeting 
   No Curriculum Committee Meeting 
   No Council Meeting            
August            1 Curriculum Committee Meeting 
       1 Executive Committee meeting, 1:15-2:15, Five Colleges, Inc. 
       8 Council meeting, 2:15-4:15, Five Colleges, Inc.     
September            5 Executive Committee meeting, 1:15-2:15, Five Colleges, Inc. 
       5 Curriculum Committee meeting, 2:15-4:15, Five Colleges, Inc. 
     12 Council meeting, 2:15-4:15, Five Colleges, Inc.  
                17     5CLIR Potluck Lunch Picnic 
     18 (picnic rain date)           
     23 First day of fall seminars 
October      4     Deadline for spring 2020 seminar proposals 
       3 Executive Committee meeting, 1:15-2:15, Five Colleges, Inc. 
       3 Curriculum Committee meeting, 2:15-4:15, Five Colleges, Inc.  
      10 Council meeting, 2:15-4:15, Applewood in Amherst        
November       7 Executive Committee meeting, 1:15-2:15, Five Colleges, Inc. 
        7  Curriculum Committee meeting, 2:15-4:15, Five Colleges, Inc. 
      14  Council meeting, 2:15-4:15, Five Colleges, Inc. 

    17   Spring 2020 Preview/ Open House, 2:00-4:00 PM 
  Willetts-Hallowell Center, Mt Holyoke College 
    18     Registration opens for Spring 2020 seminars 

December       6  Registration deadline for inclusion in spring 20120 seminar lottery  
        5  Executive Committee meeting, 1:15-2:15, Five Colleges, Inc. 
        5  Curriculum Committee meeting, 2:15-4:15, Five Colleges, Inc. 
      12  Council meeting, 2:15-4:15, Five Colleges, Inc.  
 
2020 
January                  9 Memorial Program, 10:00-Noon, 
   Amherst College, Alumni House, Amherst  
     10 Snow date for Memorial Program 
   No Executive Committee meeting 
   No Curriculum Committee meeting 
   No Council meeting 
February       6 Executive Committee meeting, 1:15-2:15, Five Colleges, Inc. 
        6 Curriculum Committee meeting, 2:15-4:15, Five Colleges, Inc. 
      13 Council meeting, 2:15-4:15, Five Colleges, Inc. 
       14 Moderators’ Meeting, 1:00-3:00, Lathrop Northampton Community Room 

    20     New Members Coffee, 10:00-Noon,  
                         Lathrop Northampton Community Room 

      24 First day of spring seminars     
March              6 Deadline for fall 2020 seminar proposals 
        5 Executive Committee meeting, 1:15-2:15, Five Colleges, Inc. 
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        5 Curriculum Committee meeting, 2:15-4:15, Five Colleges, Inc. 
       12 Council meeting, 2:15-4:15, Five Colleges, Inc.       
April        2 Executive Committee meeting, 1:15-2:15, Five Colleges, Inc. 
        2 Curriculum Committee, 2:15-4:15, Five Colleges, Inc. 
      16    Spring Social, 4:00-6:00 PM, Look Park, Florence 
      16 Council meeting, 2:15-4:15, Five Colleges, Inc 
      30 Last day of spring seminars   
May        3 Annual Meeting and 2020 Fall Preview/ Open House, 1:30-4:00, 
   Smith College Campus Center, Northampton 

      7 Executive Committee meeting, 1:15-2:15, Five Colleges, Inc. 
        7 Curriculum Committee meeting, 2:15-4:15, Five Colleges, Inc.        

    14 Council meeting, 2:15-4:15, Five Colleges, Inc. 
      22    Registration deadline for inclusion in fall 2020 seminar lottery  
June         4 Executive Committee meeting, 1:15-2:15, Five Colleges, Inc. 
         4 Curriculum Committee meeting, 2:15-4:15, Five Colleges, Inc.  
       11 Council meeting, 2:15-4:15, Five Colleges, Inc. 
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